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Abstract
The phonon component of thermal diffusivity (D) from 12 single crystals in the spinel family was
measured at temperatures (T) of up to ~2000 K, using laser-flash analysis. Synthetic disordered spinel,
4 gemstones near MgAl2O4, nearly ZnAl2O4, 4 “hercynites” [(Mg,Fe2+)(Al,Fe3+)2O4], and 2 magnetites
(nearly Fe3O4) were characterized using optical spectroscopy and electron microprobe analysis. The
magnetic transition in Fe3O4 is manifest as a lambda curve in 1/D, but otherwise, D decreases with
increasing T and approaches a constant (Dsat) at high T. Part of the decrease in D as T increases results
from disordering above ~700 K: these two effects were distinguished by making multiple heating runs.
At 298 K, D decreases strongly as either cation substitution or Mg-Al disorder increases, whereas Dsat
is moderately perturbed by substitutions. For both ordered and (equilibrium) disordered spinels and
hercynites, the temperature dependence of 1/D is best described by low-order polynomial fits. For
spinel, combining our data with previous cryogenic studies of thermal conductivity (k) constrains the
T dependence of D and k from ~0 K to melting.
The response of D to disorder, impurity content, and cation mass for the aluminates is used to
constrain D(T) for γ-Mg2SiO4 and ringwoodite. Pressure derivatives are provided by relationships
such as ∂ln(klat)/∂P = ∂ln(KT)/∂P. Our results show that the phonon contribution to heat transport in
Earth’s transition zone is high, particularly for large proportions of ringwoodite.
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Introduction
Minerals crystallizing in the spinel structure occur as widespread accessory phases in part due to the ability of this structure
to accommodate diverse cations. Within the transition zone of
Earth’s mantle, olivine converts to spinel and spinel-like structures. Therefore, knowing the physical properties for the spinel
group pertains to both geology and geophysics. In particular,
heat transfer properties of minerals are poorly constrained, yet
bear on environments where spinel-family minerals occur, such
as subducting slabs or metamorphic terrains.
For spinels, thermal diffusivity (D) or thermal conductivity
k = ρCPD		

(1)

have only been studied by contact methods (Slack 1962; Xu et
al. 2004), which underestimate k or D near 298 K due to losses
at interfaces but overestimate results above ~700 K due to unwanted radiative (photon) transfer (e.g., Hofmeister 2006, 2007;
Pertermann and Hofmeister 2006; Hofmeister et al. 2007). The
present report uses the contact-free laser-flash technique (e.g.,
Parker et al. 1961; Mehling et al. 1998) which removes spurious
photon transfer and accurately (~2% uncertainty) provides the
component of heat transfer originating through phonon scattering (lattice conductivity, klat). To ascertain the effect of crystal
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chemistry for spinel-family minerals, we examined five samples
that differ slightly from MgAl2O4 (caused either by cation substitution or disorder), nearly end-member gahnite (ZnAl2O4),
four hercynites [essentially (Mg,Fe2+)(Al,Fe3+)2O4], and two near
end-member magnetites (Fe3O4). Specimens were characterized by electron microprobe analysis and optical spectroscopy.
Published crystallographic data on Mg-Al disordering in spinel
were used to interpret our results. Comparison with the damped
harmonic oscillator (DHO)-phonon gas model (e.g., Hofmeister
1999, 2007) is made to better understand microscopic behavior
during heat transport. Values for ringwoodite are inferred, and
implications for Earth’s transition zone are discussed.

Experimental methods
Sample preparation
Samples were cut, ground, and polished into slabs of 6–11 mm diameter with
thicknesses of 0.3–3.5 mm. After spectroscopic and electron microprobe measurements, samples were sandblasted with alumina grit of 50–150 µm to roughen the
surface. Finally, a graphite coating was applied as 3–5 thin layers on each surface.
Total coating thicknesses of ~1 µm negligibly affect measurements of D from our
roughly millimeter-sized samples.

Electron microprobe analyses
All samples were characterized chemically by wavelength dispersive analysis (WDS) using standard procedures on the JEOL-733 electron microprobe at
Washington University. Synthetic and natural mineral and oxide standards (e.g.,
ilmenite) were used for calibration.
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